How to Build a Castle out of Recyclables
Step 1) Gather a bunch of recyclables that you have in the house.
Tip: Medium food boxes work well for the base of the castle and toilet paper/paper towel rolls and
egg cartons work well for the towers.
Step 2) Gather your cutting and adhesive tools like scissors, tape and glue.
Tip: If you want to make a longer lasting castle and have an older or patient child, try gluing the
pieces together. For a younger or less patient child, use tape to hold elements together.
Step 3) Using the medium food boxes, build a base to your castle and either tape or glue them
together. If using glue, ensure to leave dry time to avoid breakage.
Step 4) Using other sized boxes, create levels to your castle to make it more dynamic. Glue or tape
into place.
Step 5) To make the towers, use the toilet paper and/or paper towel rolls as the base. Tape these
into place using 2 or 4 pieces of tape at the base of the roll and sticking them to the boxes below
them.
Tip: It is easier to draw or make a design on the rolls prior to placing them on your castle. If you want
to make them extra fancy, try painting them or gluing construction paper to them in advance.
Step 6) To create the top of the towers, cut out the individual egg cups in the egg carton and tape into
place on the top of the rolls.
Step 7) Decorate. What you do is up to you. We added construction paper and drew on bricks,
windows and a door for the boxes. For the roll towers we drew on them and added some stickers.
Tip: If you happen to have a baby also partaking in the fun, leave some extra recyclables for the baby
to have some sensory fun with. Keeps the baby distracted while you help the older child build the
castle.
Have fun!

